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About This Game

Step into the world of wrestling in World Total Extreme Wrestling 2010. In this simulation title, you play the role of a wrestling
promoter, and it is up to you to steer your company to the top of the industry! You are in control of everything – deal with

superstar egos, negotiate through wars and alliances with other wrestling promotions, and deal with the demands of TV
networks. Do you have what it takes to lead your wrestling promotion to the top of the industry?

Features:

The most accurate wrestling simulator ever made, including wrestlers with styles that can change and over time due to
injury, age, or skill level changes.

The in-depth editor tools allow players to create their own databases, including a Quick Wrestler Creator.

The "Create a Product" mode allows you to fine tune a promotion's style to your exact specifications, from specifying
how long matches are expected to last to how much appeal the promotion has to mainstream audiences.

User Characters allow you to enter the game world, and take part in shows, whether you want to be a wrestler, an
announcer, or simply stay backstage away from the cameras. Grant specific strengths to your created characters.
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The new title lineage feature allows you to pre-set histories for any championship in the game, allowing wrestler's old
title reigns to be recognized.

The Game World Balancer automatically makes sure that there is a good distribution around the world of key staff like
announcers and referees.

Advance Booking mode allows you to pre-advertise matches of any type for your upcoming shows.

All title belts have a prestige value, meaning you can try to raise certain championships in the eyes of the fans.

In-depth merchandise settings.

Promotions can now have up to three different brands within the company.

Fatigue affects wrestlers, meaning careful wrestler management is a key skill.

Drag and Drop Booking.

User Preferences allow you to maximize your ability to customize the gameplay experience.

Narratives allow for an element of storytelling in the game world. The user can pre-set certain events to happen on
specific days, along with the optional ability to create a story explaining the event that will appear on the in-game web
site.

Much, much more!
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Title: Total Extreme Wrestling 2010
Genre: Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Grey Dog Software
Publisher:
Viva Media
Release Date: 19 Mar, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 98/ME

Processor: Pentium II (or equivelant) 800mhz or higher

Memory: 128 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX® 9.0 compatible or higher video card with 512MB of Video RAM

Storage: 75 MB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card, plus the newest version of Windows Media Player

English
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Sa va fut rasa in pula de tigani ambulanti.
Ziceti ca este free si dupa cereti bani, ar trebuii sa imi dati voi mie bani ca sa joc pe platforma asta.. Great game, very good
continuation to the original. If you don't know much about this series, its one of the good and fun games that makes reference to
mega-man\/rock-man series. It has enough re-playability for me to play over 40 hours, till a got the last achievment. It was
money well spent. If it's on sale, it's an easy buy.. Relaxing NO Frustrating YES.. I like the sale currently for the Galaxy Edition,
but one thing I'd like to know is where do I find the extra content that has been added? For example the books and the poster,
how do I get those?. Lovely little wargame, much better than I expected, a must-play for any Warhammer 40K\/Strategy fan !.
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 controls, \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 mission. Base game is good but
this DLC is trash. All that time playing skate1/2/3 pretending to snowboard...
This game is like what I pictured in my head the whole time..just much, much better, and real!!!
So now I'm literally living the dream, playing this.. OMG! This game is so much fun... After purchasing the HTC Vive, this is
the 1st VR game I have spent money on. I normally, do not write reviews - but I am for this game.

It's fun. The story is fun. The gameplay is fun. It's fun, fun, fun!

If you like gunslinging games where you get to shoot at stuff. Get this game. If you like a Western theme. Get this game. If you
like to dodge bullets. Get this game. If you like dodging rockets and dynamite. Get this game.

In other words... just buy this frickin game already. You'll be glad you did!. decent game, quite fun. I really like the feeling of
this game. It is scary and melancoly at the same time. It is artistic both in graphic and in moments.

The controls are sometimes a bit rough and it can be harder than needed to notice things.

The game is not that long, and fairly easy, but I highly recommend it.
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Yeah I dunno, I liked space battles, but this one is whack. There was a certain mission I just couldn't get past no matter what
outfit I tried. Maybe I'm just \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.

In any case, it's a bit more involving than space battles, in the sense that you need to build turrets or send out waves of guys in
real time.

But somehow it's just not as satisfying. Maybe the ship porn of space battles really knocked it up to the 'playable' category.. This
is a true love letter to Megaman X!
= Pros =
+ The setting\/level design is creative, no two levels look alike
+ The controls are responsive, platforming is fun but challenging, making you deserve your boss fights
+ The ennemies are varied and all require patience\/strategy to take out
+ Weapons don't have ammunition, instead they act as balanced tools to exploit the ennemies pattern
+ The cutscenes are surprisingly fun to read, making the story interesting

= Cons =
- The cutscenes would benefit from voice acting or a little sound effect with each line. The feel blend compared to the rest of
the game's presentation
- The difficulty of some stage is crushing. I guess there were some of these in Megaman games as well. They're meant to go
back to after you've acquired some weapons and upgrades. I like a challenge so I don't mind
- No Steam Achievements :(

=+- Conclusion -+=
This game would be a perfect successor to Megaman X. The different powerups and tough ennemies promote a smart playstyle.

NOTE: I'd start with "Mystic Mage" to get the boots if I were you. They help alot!. Pretty fun if you're looking for a quick fix
of arcade racing/demolition/random zombie slaying. Not an astounding game by any means, and it doesn't bring much new to
the table, but it's pretty entertaining if you can get it for pretty cheap.. I've been excited for this game since I first saw it on
Kickstarter, as I thought it would be an interesting way to learn Japanese, a language I have fallen in love with. Unfortunately, I
was unable to support it at the time, but it appears that I may have dodged a bullet. I bought this expecting it to be a great way to
help myself learn a new language. Instead, what I got for my not insignificant \u00a315 was a glitchy, infuriating mess. The
player character, as well as their guide, clipped through every conceivable object. The handling on the player character was so
similar to that of a broken shopping trolley that I often felt I got to my destination in spite of the controls. There were many
spelling errors in the English, and I had to force quit because the game didn't feel like continuing. I was incredibly disappointed,
and I feel like \u00a315 was far too much to pay for such a broken game.

EDIT:

It has been a few days since the game has been released, and the developer has done a wonderful job of fixing bugs and other
quality of life changes. It pleases me to say that I can now recommend this game. The only problem I have with it now is that the
player character still handles like a tank, and the game is padded slightly by the character feeling like they're walking through
treacle. Apart from that, however, it is a great way to expand your passive vocabulary in a language.. A worthy sucessor of the
original Sierra Larry franchise. If you're a fan of adventure point and click games and have been missing them, Larry fills the
void. If Al and Sierra made a Leisure Suit Larry game today - this would be it! It's fun, has some unexpected twists, and lots of
in jokes and fan service to the era of adventure gaming.
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